
 

JAY PRATAP SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL 
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2023-2024) 

2 A & 2B 
 

HINDI 
1- fgUnh o.kZekyk ¼Loj ,oa O;atu fy[kks½ (Holiday.Home .Work esaA) 
2- 1 ls 25 rd ds fxurh fgUnh ds vadks vkSj “kCnksa esa fy[kks A 

3- ^^esjk ifjokj** fo’k; ij nl iafDr;kWa fy[kksA ¼ofrZdk ist& 85 Eksa½ 

4- Unit Test  &2 ikB~;Øe ;kn djksA 

 

 
 

ENGLISH 
1. Write one page writing from the English news paper and under line hard words 
and write its meaning with the help of dictionary. 
 
2. Project work: 
Write three lines about your favourite cartoon character and make its drawing 
also. On chart paper . 
3. Define the following terms with 5 examples. 
(a) Sentence  (b) Word  (c) Statement  (d) Question 
 
English Writing:- 2B 
You have to write till page no- 35 in English writing books.  
 
English Sulekh:- 2A 
 To fill at least 15 pages in book.    

 
 
 

MATH 
1. Make Table chart ( 2 to 20) on cardboard or chart paper. (Project) 
2. Write number name (101 to 300) in the Holiday home copy. 
3. Circle the even numbers between (1 to 100). 



 

 
Social studies 

1. To draw a family tree. To paste the photographs of your family members in 
scrapbook. 
2. Paste all different types of food items [At least three types] in your scrapbook 
and write its effect. 
3. To do all objectives in your Holiday home copy. (Lesson-1&2) 
4. To remember all words meaning and Question and Answer of Lesson-1 &2. 
5. Write five good eating habits in our daily life. 
 

SCIENCE 
1. Paste the picture of our sense organs in your scrapbook and write about it. 
2. Identify the all body parts of our body in your scrapbook.[ write the name with 
its function]. 
3. To remember all words meaning and Question and Answer of L- 1 & 2. 
4. To do all objectives in your Holiday Homework in copy. L- 1 & 2. 
   

 
Value education 

1.  To write and remember word meaning and Question & Answer of ch-1 and 2 in 
Holiday Homework copy. 
2. To read ch-3 and 4. 
 
Project work:- 
 To make a project on “Earth Day” on a chart paper (given in page-8) in the 
presence of parents.   

 
Aptitude & General knowledge 

1.  Stick picture of 5 types of fishes in scrapbook  
2. Stick picture of 5 types of animals in scrap book (at least 5). 
3. To draw a candle and colour it. 
 
Project work:- 
 (a) Aptitude/ Reasoning: - To revise unit-1 (ch -1-2 and 3) 
(b) Moti se akshar (2B):- To fill at least 15 pages in book. 

 



 

 
MUSIC 

1. Define   Sangeet 
2. Write 5 Alankars 

 
ART 

1. Make a colour wheel on A4 sheet. 
 
Writing Homework:- 
Write one page each in English and Hindi with patience daily date wise in your 
separate writing copy.  English handwriting will be cursive. 
 


